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For Rapid Article Production!

Created By Lisa Angelettie

Using These Templates:

As you write and publish articles, you are going to naturally want to 

create more at a faster rate, so that you can magnify your results. You 

might be tempted to search for an article marketing quick fix to solve 

this, but that will ultimately lead you to nowhere fast. 

That’s why I and many others use article templates because the 

advantages of using them include aiding with inspiration and speed. 

There are many, many template models to follow, but the templates 

which I have included in this guide, have been proven to produce better 

open rates (email marketing) and click through rates (social media 

sharing).

These are the TOP 10 Article Templates that I use in my business and the 

ones that I recommend that use in yours as well.

If you have any questions on how to use your article templates, feel free 

to ask me about them on my Facebook fan page.
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Sections Of An Article
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The How-To Article

The how to article is written in a systematic way which allows the reader 
to follow your step by step approach easily and in preferably in 
chronological order. People really LOVE these types of articles because it 
gives them a blueprint or a formula for accomplishing something. Your 
How-To articles will be some of the most popular articles that you ever 
write.

Examples of How-To articles can include:

How To Design Your Living Room For Under $100
How To Lose 15 Inches Around Your Waist In 7 Days
How To Meet A Millionaire Man
How To Make $100 A Day On Ebay
How To Start Homeschooling Your Children 

Template:

Title: How To ....

Body: First, you can list any needed supplies, tools or resources to 
accomplish the task. Second, you will then give instructions in terms of 
what steps to take to accomplish the task. Try to include at least five 
steps. List them in chronological order.

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5

Conclusion: End with two or three sentences with final tips or advice.
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The Frequently Asked Questions Article

One of the easiest ways to create articles, especially ones that you want 
to write and save for later are ones that are derived from your customers 
and clients. You would simply take about three (related) questions from 
your readers and answer them with details in an article.

Examples of FAQ articles include:

Top 3 Questions About Private Schools
Top 3 Questions About Wordpress Blogs
Top 3 Questions About Getting Married On A Budget
Top 3 Questions About Publishing A Book
Top 3 Questions About Going Green

Template:

Title: Top 3 Questions About...

Body: Very simple. List your questions and then write your answers. 
Include lots of details. Make sure to include at least three questions, but 
you can always write more. It's also a good idea that the questions and 
answers are all related and connect to the article topic.

Question 1 - 
Answer 1 - 

Question 2 - 
Answer 2 - 

Question 3 - 
Answer 3 - 

Conclusion: Recap how the answers you just gave will solve their 
confusions around the topic in question.
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TEMPLATE 3 - INTERVIEW

The Interview Article

These articles are easy to write as well because the content is all driven 
from asking a series of questions to experts in your niche or related to 
your niche. Experts would love to be featured in these types of article 
because it is essentially free publicity for them, especially if you know 
how to promote your articles effectively. Plus it’s a great way to pick the 
brains of your mentors:)

Examples of Interview articles could include:

Asking a lawyer questions about internet law.
Asking a speaking expert questions about how to be an effective speaker.
Asking a teacher questions related to training in the classroom.
Asking an internet traffic expert questions about building more traffic.
Asking one of your mentors in your field tips for building a business in 
your niche.

The Template:

Title: "Whatever your topic or point your article covers"

Body: Pretty straight forward. List your questions and put them in bold 
formatting, so that they stand out. Then write your guest’s answers 
directly right under each corresponding question.

Question 1
Answer From Expert

Question 2
Answer From Expert
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Question 3
Answer From Expert

Question 4
Answer From Expert

Question 5
Answer From Expert

Conclusion: Add a few closing statements giving your expert a little 
"shine" and a link to back to their website.
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TEMPLATE 4 - THE LIST

The List Article

Writing a list article is a great way to offer your readers secrets, 
strategies, tips, principles and techniques for doing or understanding 
something. They key to writing a great list article is to include a number 
in the title. This always attracts readers and it lets them know that there 
is a finite way to achieve whatever the goal of your article is.

Examples of list articles:

17 Ways To Get Stains Out Of Your Carpet
5 Strategies For Acing The SAT's
52 Article Marketing Tips
Top 10 Wordpress Templates

Template:

Title: (number) Ways, Secrets, Strategies, Tips, Techniques, or Principles 
to....

Body: (You can replace the word tip with secret, strategy, technique, 
principle, etc.)

List Item 1
List Item 2
List Item 3
List Item 4
List Item 5
List Item 6
(and so on…)

Conclusion: Wrap up by reinforcing why your list is a great resource.
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TEMPLATE 5 - CASE STUDY

The Case Study Article

This is a great type of article to use in affiliate article marketing or to 
promote your own products and services. The case study article would 
profile a product or service and how it works, or profile a person who has 
used the product or service and how it worked for them.

Examples of case-study articles:

Learn How Unemployed Dad Bought His First Commercial Property
10 Designer Products You Can Legally Promote and Sell On Ebay
Learn How 5 Moms Lost 10 Pounds in 10 Days!

The Case Study Template 

Title: Learn How...

Body:

The Problem - Your first section should describe the problem or pain that 
is being solved and shown in this case study example. This paragraph 
builds up and confirms that there is a problem to solve in the mind of the 
reader.

The Solution - Your second section should talk about what you or other 
people used to solve your problem. Here is where you talk about the 
product or service that was used to make the pain go away.

The Results - In your last section of the article is where you talk about 
the results gained by using the product or service. Some before and after 
statistics will be great in this section as well.

Conclusion: Use the “results” section as the conclusionary area of your 
article.
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TEMPLATE 6 - TOP 3•5•7

The Top 3-5-7 Tips Template

This is a very simple template that you can use to gain tremendous 
traction in your niche. A tip article is a very popular format for most 
readers- especially when you include a number. My favorite is 7 tips, but 
3 and 5 work just as well. For some reason, most readers like odd 
numbers.  The best articles using this template are ones that include 
unique tips or tips that are written in a highly unique way instead of 
writing the “typical” tips seen in most of the content in your niche. Be 
different! 

Examples Of The Top 3-5-7 Tips Article:

Top 7 Tips For Curing Eczema
3 SureFire Tips To Get Hired For The Job
Five Essential Tips For Raising A Child With Autism

The Top 3-5-7 Tips Template:

Title: Top (3) (5) (7) Tips for...

Body: Here is where you give QUICK tips a.k.a strategies with several 
sentences explaining why this tip is important.

Tip 1
Tip 2
Tip 3
Tip 4
Tip 5
Tip 6
Tip 7

Conclusion: End with what using these tips will go overall for the reader.
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TEMPLATE 7 - GOLDEN RULES
The Golden Rules Template

I think that this is a powerful article template because when you use it, it 
helps position you as an authority in your industry. Only an “expert” 
would have the Golden Rules to something - right?

Examples Of The Golden Rules Articles:

Weight Loss Golden Rules To Live By
The 10 Golden Rules Of Winning At Poker
Golden Rules Of Getting On American Idol

The Golden Rules Template:

Title: Golden Rules Of…

Body: First you can list your Golden Rules at the top of the article. Make 
sure that they are centered and focused on ONE particular principle or 
lesson you’ve learned in your business.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Then you can explain in several sentences (per rule), why each rule is 
important and needs to be followed. You can also include examples from 
your own experience or experiences of past clients.

Conclusion: End elaborating the benefits of following these Golden Rules 
will mean to the reader.
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TEMPLATE 8 - PREDICTIONS
Predictions Template

I love this template! It works extremely well around the end of the year, 
the beginning of a new year, and around current events (like the 
recession). This is a great template to use also because if your predictions 
ring true, you will gain a lot of credibility really fast in your industry.

Examples Of Predictions Articles:

- Global Warming Predictions For 2012: It’s Getting Warmer Out There!
- What 5 Improvements We Will See The Economy Make This Year
- Top Ten Trends I Predict For In Reality Television: More Celebrity Train 
Wrecks!

The Predictions Template:

Title: “________ Predictions For _____________”

Body: Make sure that your topic is focused and narrow. You can’t 
generalize or your article won’t have much impact. Predictions need to 
be specific. Include an introductory paragraph that actually discusses or 
summarizes the previous year so that the reader can compare it to your 
current predictions.

List your predictions and include a little descriptive information where 
necessary. Perhaps they “why” of this prediction.

1.
2.
3.

Conclusion: This is where you can make sure to protect yourself by 
explaining to readers that these are just your predictions and in no way 
can you guarantee that they will come true.
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What I’ve Learned Template

I am sure that you have a lot of experience doing whatever it is that you do and 
there is probably a lot that you’ve learned. These are the types of “peeks” 
inside the expert that readers love. This is an especially great time to get 
vulnerable and perhaps be a little more transparent than normal. Think about 
the mistakes you’ve made, how could your ideal clients learn from you?

Examples Of What I’ve Learned Articles:

What I Learned About Building Backlinks To My Blog Too Quickly
10 Things I Learned About Cooking For Picky Eaters
What I’ve Learned About Converting Clients With Conversations

The What I’ve Learned Template:

Title: What I’ve Learned About...

Body: Think about all the things you’ve learned in your niche. I’m sure 
there is a lot. Narrow these things down by topic. Select a topic you want 
to write about and list 7 to 10 things you learned about that topic over 
the years

Include an introductory paragraph that mentions some of the mistakes 
you may have made in the past. Follow that with your list of things that 
you’ve learned by overcoming these challenges. It’s a good idea to weave 
personal stories into this area.

1.
2.
3.

Conclusion: This is where you can give the reader a really BIG nugget of 
info and tell them what you would have done differently if you had 
known.
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“Dear GirlShrink” Template

Many of you know that I started online as a psychotherapist where I wrote an 
advice column titled Ask GirlShrink. The same “giving advice” principle will 
work in ANY niche. Everyone wants free advice when they can get it, and when 
you are scrambling for article ideas, this is a great way to get some content up 
fast! Plus readers LOVE these articles.

Examples Of “Dear GirlShrink” Articles:

Dear GirlShrink, How Do I Tell Him That I Am Leaving Him?
Dear Jim, How Do I Raise The Capital I Need To Start My Franchise?
Dear Lisa, How Do I Attract Clients That Pay Me My Fee?

The “Dear GirlShrink” Template:

Title: Dear “YOUR NAME”...

Body: The easiest way to write the Dear GirlShrink articles is to look at 
your customer service emails. What questions are people asking you? If 
your questions seem rather simple and won’t warrant a 400 word 
response, then just include 2 related questions around the same topic in 
your article.

List your question(s) and then give detailed answer(s) including how to 
handle the issue. Make sure to sprinkle some of your own real-world 
examples of how you handled these issues where appropriate so you form 
a closer connection with your readers.

Question 1
Response

Question 2
Response

Conclusion: This is the only template where you could get away without 
a conclusionary paragraph. I typically don’t. My answers are enough.
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